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Through prairie dust and flowers
Oak and lodgepole and crackling scrub brush, dry basalt
Rivulets of rain and thick snow
and drought
Large and small and laughing and determined and desperate
Paths traced

We leave a story
Everywhere we touch feels toes, breath, bones, purpose
And if the memories are dim they are not forgotten

Sink knuckle deep into sphagnum moss and stop
smell
life, its feathers bright with dew and greening

Quick! Salmon slip so fast, themselves silver water
a pause, a struggle, a sockeye
still in two hands
ten fingers
a net

Such a quick drumbeat, this life

May I suggest a poem:

Travel gently and consider those before
And those near you
And those coming

What will they know?

The past has a way of whispering in the future.
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